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Yellow Blooms
Amitha Kalaichandran

We waltz as she guides me through the broad strokes of her mind
Bristles soaked in yellow acrylic thoughts
Meet my futile efforts to untangle abstract words, emotions, visions
she, an artist leading me through the self-portrait into which she
was born
i, equipped with theories of grey matter, white matter
“do i Matter?”
noises, so many noises, palms up to ears
shielding the cacophonous symphony surrounding her peers
screaming out to a choir of friends never made.
friends who became paintbrushes and colours, so many colours
But a fascination and loyalty to yellow
stretched canvas, after all, can’t tease or run away
like so many of them do
creating blooms in the springtime
“spring reminds me of the colour yellow,” she smiles
And so she paints with soft strokes and shades
smoothly gliding the brush of her perceptions
As i navigate the canvas of her mind
trying my best to stay between the lines.
“i get angry when they stare”
herself an exhibit of loneliness intersecting misunderstanding
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healers, so many healers, massaging her mind into
conformity
As one might mold ceramic into an immaculate vase
But her yellow blooms are caressed in a perfect asymmetry
textured with ﬂecks of joy and pain juxtaposed
A healer learns most from the exception to rigid rules
like an abstract work transcends its conventional brothers
And so we waltz with her words and mine
to a place where patience and kindness become
interwoven in the yellow blooms of her mind.
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